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The Performing Right Society
A PROBLEM IN MASS INDEXING
FREDERICK WOODS
Before describing the organisation and functions of the Repertoire Registry (Central Index)of the Performing Right Society, it is necessary first of all to consider the activities and raisond'etre of the Society itself.In this journal it is hardly necessary to restate—even briefly—the law of copyright; theprinciple and practice are both among the working tools of its readers. Nevertheless it isworth pointing out that copyright, as particularly related to music, breaks down into varioussubsidiary rights: those of public performance and broadcasting, recording, publishing, etc.The P.R.S. is concerned solely with the public performance and broadcasting rights.The membership of the Society is made up of composers, publishers and writers who, byassignment, transfer the control of the above-mentioned rights in their works to the Society,which is then in a position to protect them and to ensure that adequate remuneration ismade for the public use of these works. This is mainly achieved by a system of " blanket "licences whereby the music-user, (whether a vast corporation like the B.B.C., or the managerof a public house) may use the entire repertoire of the Society and its affiliated organisationsfor a moderate annual sum. The income from these licence fees is distributed four times ayear to the members of the Society in direct proportion to the amount their music has beenused.I have mentioned the Society's affiliations. In most countries there is a similar organisationto the P.R.S., each controlling the public performance and broadcasting rights of its nationalrepertoire. By contracts, therefore, each Society effectively controls the relevant rights inwhat is virtually the entirety of world copyright music.This naturally involves a vast number of titles and the control and organisation ofinformation relating to these is a complex operation. Publishers' catalogues are constantlychanging hands on an international basis. " Pop " hits often appear suddenly from nowhereand earn royalties over a very brief period—probably only a few weeks. Both examplesindicate the absolute necessity of contemporaneity of information. The system must be bothcomprehensive and flexible.How is this achieved?The Repertoire Registry houses details of some 1,300,000 musical works on six inch byfour inch cards filed in strict alphabetical order, and this figure increases at a rate of over500 a week. Each card shows, as well as the tide of the work, details of composer, author,arranger and translator (if any), and publisher, together with summaries of all contractsappertaining to the work. Also shown is the actual division of fees between composer,publisher and any other interested party. Thus a bird's-eye view of each title is available at aglance and a unique library of information maintained.Two further indexes are kept. One is an alphabetical list of all writers and publisherswho are members of the 41 affiliated societies, to the extent of some 163,000 entries. Theother is a catalogue of the Society's own members in name order, listing all the works of eachindividual member, including such details as timing, instrumentation and classification.This is the present situation. The future offers new techniques and new tools.In March 1965, the Performing Right Society will install an I.C.T. 1902 computer whichwill revolutionise the organisation and systems at present in operation. It goes without saying

that it is technically feasible to transfer our entire catalogue on to magnetic tape; there arehowever, economic problems, for such a transfer would necessitate an unwieldy number oftapes which would require constant, time-consuming up-dating. We do not, therefore,visualise taking this costly step immediately; instead we are attacking the problem from adifferent direction.Obviously, out of the 1,300,000 tides listed in our files only a small percentage is activein any given period and a quite sizeable percentage is completely inactive. Most of theSociety's revenue is derived from the world of " pop " music where songs have a mayflyexistence that is concentrated and brief. As these songs die they fall into the inactive segmentof the file but while they live they dominate the activities in the file.The Society's fees are distributed to its members by three departments, devoted toBroadcasting fees, Overseas fees and General fees. To a certain extent-and this extent isrelated to the current musical scene—these departmental files must duplicate on a shiftingbasis the files of the Repertoire Registry. Their files will be transferred to the computer andregular up-dating will be both feasible and economic. It will also be possible to feed thecomputer with queries on these files rather than use the Repertoire Registry.Initially the departmental files will only cover a relatively small proportion of the centralindex, but as time goes by and new music is written (as mentioned above, 500 new titles areregistered with us every week), the Departmental files will gradually overhaul RepertoireRegistry, with the added advantage that they will not contain such a high percentage ofdead titles.Once this is accomplished we will have created a high-speed, accurate and compactelectronic catalogue capable of infinite extension. This is not to say that the present cardindex will become redundant. Even in the most highly automated system there are certainjobs that are better and more economically handled by humans I Men, after all, can think forthemselves, can possess initiative and even intuition, and can work by themselves. Even themost sophisticated computers are morons compared to a human being since they can onlycalculate and compare. True, they work much faster but this is no substitute for intelligenceand experience and the accumulated experience of the staff of the Repertoire Registry isirreplaceable.The Central Index of the Performing Right Society, therefore, now stands on a bridgebetween conventional cataloguing methods and those of the future. It will cross the bridgeand perhaps in pioneering new methods, will be able to be of service to other organisationswith similar problems. Certainly, if the possibility of assistance arises, it will be the Society'sprivilege to offer as much as it has itself gained during the course of its own experimentalperiod.
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Selection and Basic Trainingof Staff for Music Libraries
J. H. DAVIES
C̀ertes, la plupart de nos conservateurs et bibliothecaires musicaux sont aussi des musicologues, voire desmusiciens sortant d'un conservatoire. Les bibliothecaires adjoints, les bibliothecaires contractuels, les aides-bibliotheque son choisis parmi les bibliothecaires sans emploi, parmi les instrumentistes, les amateurs demusique, les &yes des conservatoires; ou hien alors parmi des gens simplement bien, honnetes, capables.".(Vladimir Fedorov).'None of us now in the best jobs had any (formal) training.'(Harold Spivacke at conference, Aarhus, 1964).
I trust, dear reader, you see the difficulty: our top brass emerged from conservatories asex-professors or musicologists, the rest from the rank of the unemployed, the amateurs, orsimply from unclassified trustworthy types. Both speakers were making consideredstatements, born of long experience, and now I add my own, from almost equally long thoughrather different experience—an amalgam of local government and B.B.C. service.I have chosen my title carefully, believing that the real training comes only with the jobitself and that even basic training is a waste if the choice of people is faulty. Hence selectioncomes first and thereafter I must limit myself to preliminary training. Music Librarianshipis still fairly young, like most special librarianship, but old enough for librarians in thecategories quoted above to have had a good innings. Hence it is timely to consider the stepsnecessary to meet the new degree of musical awareness and sophistication in evidenceeverywhere.

SELECTION
For every soldier-Mussorgsky or sailor-Rimsky, librarianship and scholarship can show alawyer-Barclay Squire or civil engineer-Grove. This tradition of inspired amateurism lingerson most boldly in this country, as a comparison of the memberships of the Royal MusicalAssociation and other musicological societies will show. By contrast our century-oldtradition of formal librarianship has provided a better start (Duff-Brown, Savage, McColvin)for public music libraries than anywhere else. Speaking of librarianship generally, Savageremarked that" any man who tumbles out of his chosen profession into ours and adopts oursas a crutch is rarely a happy or enthusiastic librarian ", and fortunately the doors are graduallyclosing upon those for whom a library career is a pis aller. Not so, necessarily, in music, andfor sound reasons. We have the chance of taking the best of suitable talent from three areas—of musicology, of professional musicianship and of formal librarianship. We also have(is it cause or effect?) three well-defined types of library: research libraries, those forprofessional performance (broadcasting, national orchestra, British Council, etc.) and rate-supported libraries. So far the equations have happened almost automatically. But forevery example of the first two there are dozens of the third. There are likewise substantialand increasing numbers of music graduates, not to speak of dispossessed professionalmusicians to form a cadre from which to select future music librarians. Can these people, and

should they, fairly compete with chartered librarians for the limited number of posts likelyto be available? The answer seems to lie in the relative degrees of expertise desired. Allcommentators (whom I gladly join) from Savage 2 and Kinkeldey 3 to Dove 4, urge asfundamental the temperamental and technical aptitude of the librarian. The manque musiciantrying to get by on music alone is as much a menace as the librarian without musicianship.The question surely is which of the two disciplines is the severer and more time-taking, forboth can rarely be acquired at once, in addition indeed to linguistic background. The aptperson can grasp basic bibliographical and library techniques in a twelve-month if heis ever to do so. Exceptional talent apart (better used in any case in the front-line than in the" Q " branch of music), it takes two to three of the most formative years, with highconcentration and perseverance, to acquire confident musicianship. ("Musical interests andbackground" are terms I have come to distrust, in our professional sense, as too vague).Instrumental or vocal prowess is clearly not essential, though for most people it will be thenatural spur—even Berlioz played the guitar. The important and difficult thing is thedevelopment of the musical faculty to the point where the printed note comes aurally alive, andin some depth. This gives the edge to the kind of music graduate who can readily absorbbibliothecal expertise, just as it would to the graduate art historian or physicist in parallelcircumstances. The fact that most music librarians will be dubbed regularly into other reliefjobs as part of a general library service does not invalidate my point; I know that it will bea long time before full-time service to music may be practicable for many.Let me say that, from my observation, our musical colleges (geared as they are toperformance or teaching) are less likely to produce the right material for most kinds of librarythan the music faculties of our universities. Some colleges attempt a veneer of scholarshipbut rather unsuccessfully, whereas the average university degree in music certainly coversthe amount of musicianship needed in library work, since the time can be devoted todiscovering materia musicain the round, undisturbed by the need to develop advanced standardsof performance. All I have said is occasionally upset by exceptional individuals who willgive the lie to my general thesis. For general future recruitment however, I am convincedthat we are on safer ground in securing those who have absorbed their music in a degreecourse before adding our professional gloss. The other way round breeds no real confidencefor the new demands. Europe and America have been wiser than the U.K., as emerges quiteclearly from the otherwise conflicting views of the Stockholm symposium'. My sad experiencefrom ten years of teaching, orally and by correspondence, plus observation of .some hundredsof young student visitors to the B.B.C. is that not more than one in five had enough musicalgrip or shaped like ever having it, to warrant systematic library training.
BASIC TRAINING

Hoping for guidance I have made a thorough search into training systems abroad, buthave been rather disappointed in the result. 'Courses were held once, might be held again.'Never 'jam today!' This was the surprising picture in the U.S.A. Columbia, Illinois,Berkeley, etc., are apparently "resting ". I have failed to confirm the existence of a TrainingSupplement supposed to have been issued to the Music Library Association members and haveonly seen Kinkeldey 3. As for Germany, the Democratic Republic alone has 84 musicalschools with 3 8,000 pupils for their few music librarians to serve, but has no discover bletraining plan. Even the Bundesrepublik is just at the beginning, and their syllabus formusic 5, an appendage to general library training, seems, on paper at least, perfunctory.Under Dr Ott's energetic leadership however, they are likely to make rapid strides, for he
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reports professional prospects to be good, with plenty of free positions. Italy must be writtenoff, I fear, for the present.I had hoped Laurence Sterne's "they order, I said, this matter better in France ", mightcome true in the present context and was not entirely mistaken. L'Ecole Nationale Superieurede Bibliothecaires, under decrees of 1963 and 1964, began its first year's general traininglast November. Eventually music librarians will get six hours special instruction in thesummer term. One must not be ill on that day! Competitive entry for the one-year course,limited to graduates and including (in the French tradition) oral examinations, should ensurea general standard of scholarship which is only patchily achieved in this country. If someFrench music graduates enrol for the state course it seems that a good standard may be reached.The only school in France having a department specialising in training for musiclibrarianship is at the Lye& de Sevres, whose Section des Techniciens des Mitiers de la Musiquehas since 1950, run three-year courses for fifth formers, and three-year courses for holdersof the 'Examen probatoire' of the Baccalaureat. Entry is again competitive and some 6o per cent.get a diploma. Along with general instruction, students receive ear-training, dictation,sight-reading, musical history, technology of instruments, harmony, analysis and recordingtechniques, with the whole of the summer term at practical work in O.R.T.F., RadioLuxembourg, the Bibliotheque Nationale and Bibliotheque de l'Opera, Marconi, Path&Phillips, Chant du Monde and the Marigny record library. (Emerging as techniciensbrevetes ' they come third in a hierarchy—after Ingenieurs and Techniciens superieurs 'and before 'skilled workers '.) Twenty per cent. become recording engineers or studiomanagers, the remainder entering music and/or gramophone library work. I am indebtedto Mlle. Paule Salvan for details of their training which seems to be admirably down-to-earthand to lie somewhere between our own "A" level and B.Mus. standards. Its interest lies inthe clever admixture of music and technics (something not attempted here) and in the way itcomplements the State course. The O.R.T.F. (French radio and television), no longer astate concern, has begun training a similar cadre for its own purposes, and Gerard Michelwill describe its early progress at the Dijon conference of I.A.M.L. in July 1965. Thesedevelopments are highly significant for a France so long hieratic and over-academic inlibrary matters, and portray a recognition of training for popular and specialist-technicallibrarianship which is very encouraging.In the United Kingdom, with a more widely-spread and integrated library service thananywhere in Europe, our general training schools fall into two groups. There are thegraduate schools of London, Sheffield and Belfast (the two last quite new) with Strathclydestarting in October 1965. Roughly the same number of non-graduate schools (thoughgraduates are beginning to enrol) operate from London, Loughborough, Brighton,Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester and Aberystwyth. Scotland is tardy. London trainedfor music librarianship for a few years before the Library Association's new syllabus, bothorally and by correspondence (the A.A.L. course still goes on), and now at least three othersrun courses for 'Paper 402'. The Association of British Library Schools ensures that aimsand methods are mutually understood throughout the field, and there is proper liaison betweentutors and examiners. Basic bibliographical, technical and archive training occupies the wholetime of the graduate schools, as in France, leaving specialisms to develop naturally outsidethe curriculum. Since it falls to the L.A. alone to examine for special librarianship, ourefforts to consolidate the musical training must be aimed at the second group of schools.The L.A. syllabus for special subjects states "the examinations . . . will not seek to testsubject knowledge as such" enough knowledge being assumed to enable students to graspthe relevant bibliography. Nevertheless all the tutors known personally to me find they cannotassume such subject knowledge and accordingly spend half their time in supplying musical
6

background. Indeed one tutor has begun tuition in rudimentary music theory to meet anobvious need. Much time is thus wasted in bringing students to the musical boil, by accepting,wrongly in my view, half-baked material unworthy of their best effort. In no other countrywould this be tolerated. This leads me back to my first argument that only musically-securecandidates (normally those with college diplomas or university degrees) should be accepted.There will, in the coming years be sufficient of these for recruitment purposes: studentswho aim neither at performing nor teaching yet who are not so manque as to wish to subsideon to librarianship as the last forlorn hope. The profession in general has its fair share ofthese already. The rewards, of course, must compare with those for teaching.The scope of music bibliography and musicology is already wide enough to providematerial for a one-year course for musicians, perhaps one quarter of which will go on 'Paper402', and include record matters, the rest on basic training for general librarianship, whichmust on no account be skimped. I hope to devote a later article to actual details of training,when more experience of teaching and examining has grown. For the moment, here are thefirst qualifications which the musical public has a right to expect from us:a. Confident and accurate expression of musical matters. (At least two post-war manualsby librarians are flecked, like the average music novel, with gaffes.b. Ability to ransack the international (multi-lingual) bibliography of music.c. Basic knowledge of musicological method and appreciation of editing problems.(Library shelves are still full of poor or downright spurious editions, not by any meanslimited to early music. Scarcely a composer remains unscathed, but the averagelibrarian does not care, for he is not trained to know.)Examinations so far reflect greater emphasis on technics than on the above, which mayaccount for the new high degree of passes. Both need and means are there and the projectfor a Post-Graduate Syllabus (Library Association Record, Jan., '65) gives new hope. Shallwe work for this, or continue the skin-deep method, settling for 'des gens simplement bien,honnetes, capables ' ?
Fontes artis musicae, 1964IL2 Savage, E. A. Special Librarianship, Grafton, 1939.3 Kinkeldey, 0. Training for music Librarianship, A.L.A. Bulletin, vol. 31, 1937.4 McColvin & Reeves, ed. J. Dove. Music Libraries, vol. x. Deutsch, 1965.5 "Die Ausbildung fiir den bibliotheltarischen Dienst ", Stuttgart, Ku/fur und Unterricbt, March 1963.

II
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The Ordering and Supplyof Sheet Music
H. P. DAWSON and B. R. MARKS
The importance of the role played by the music supplier to the music librarian need not bestressed, yet very little has been said on the subject. It is hoped that the following notes,written from the point of view of the supplier will give librarians a better understanding ofsome of the day-to-day problems confronting those who serve them.First, a few general notes concerning the music trade. Until recent years nearly all thelarger music publishers and agents for foreign editions were situated in the West End ofLondon. This concentration of the trade in one area greatly facilitated the work of the supplier,as the close proximity of the firms made the collection of music an easy matter, resulting inswift dispatch to the library. In the last few years, however, the trend has been for musicpublishers to leave the expensive central London area, with a resulting delay (sometimes aslong as a week) in obtaining certain publications. The trade departments of well-knownfirms such as Augener, Boosey and Hawkes, Eulenberg, Lengnick, Novell°, OxfordUniversity Press, Schott, Stainer and Bell, etc., are now situated in Greater London or theprovinces, which all adds to the difficulties of supply.Library suppliers naturally hold extensive and varied stocks of all publishers, but it isimpossible to cover everything (e.g., sets of part-songs, choral works and orchestral material).In consequence there is always a large amount of music to be ordered. Generally speaking,(there are exceptions, of course) the music trade is a long way behind the book trade in modernproduction techniques and publicity. Scores are frequently published without anynotification being given to the trade which makes the work of the supplier all the moredifficult.Where the relationship between music librarian and music supplier is concerned one of themost important keys to a smooth and efficient service lies in knowledgeable ordering on thepart of the librarian. The use of wrong terms, or the omission of vital information frequentlyleads to delays or incorrect scores being received. One of the most frequent errors found inlibrary orders is the use of the term full score, when a vocal score is required.The following notes on this subject, therefore, are not intended for the fully experiencedmusic librarian who knows the importance of correct ordering but are given as a guide to thenon-specialist assistant who has to deal with music requests.Judging from the number of orders received by suppliers which merely give the composerand title of the work required, without any further details of edition or arrangement, it isapparent that the necessity of providing more information is not generally appreciated. Alarge number of works are published in at least two forms—usually a score (for conductingor following a performance) and a performing edition. For example, Beethoven's PianoConcerto No. 5 is available as (I) Full orchestral score; (2) Miniature score; (3) Two-pianoarrangement; (4) Piano solo arrangement. The main problem for the supplier is to decidewhich of the four editions is most likely to be required, when the information is not statedon the order.There are, of course, many other difficulties which arise, a common error being the misuseof the word score (which is vaguely defined in the dictionary as "an arrangement of
8

music on a number of staves . . . "). It is essential that the word ' score ' has a qualifyingword with it e.g., full score, miniature score, vocal score, piano score, etc. These can bedefined as follows :—
I. FULL SCOREIndicates the complete orchestration, instrument by instrument, of a workset out in large format for use by a conductor.
2. MINIATURE SCOREIdentical with the above, but published in a small size intended for study orto follow a performance of a work. These smaller scores are also known asstudy scores.

VOCAL SCOREA reduction of a vocal work (opera, cantata, etc.) for voice and piano.
PIANO SCOREAn arrangement of a work for piano solo. This is sometimes referred to as apiano reduction.

Before turning to other points, it may be helpful to enlarge on the term piano reduction,in relation to concertos. Piano concertos are published in arrangements for two players,with the solo piano part printed above the second piano (which is a piano reduction of theorchestral part).Concertos other than piano (i.e., violin, clarinet, etc.) are published in an arrangementwith the solo part printed above the piano reduction and with a separate part for the soloist.This separate solo part is usually only sold complete with the piano part.The following is a miscellaneous list of problems which often arise in music ordering :—

3.
4.

I. VOCAL WORKS FOR SOLO VOICEThese are often published in more than one key. Preference for original key,or low, medium or high voice should be stated.
2. CLASSICAL WORKSIt is preferable to state which edition (i.e., publisher or editor) is required. Forexample, Beethoven Piano Sonatas are available in at least six different editions.

WORKS FOR TWO PIANOSOwing to the fact that some of these have two copies included under one cover,and others only one, it is advisable to state "copies for two players" if thework is needed for performance on two pianos.
4. LIBRETTOSThe language required should be stated, as some are available in three forms:Original text, English translation, or both combined.
5. ORCHESTRAL PARTSHere again publishers issue parts in two ways.1. As a full orchestra—one of each orchestra part under one cover, at aninclusive price.

3.

OR2. Each part individually. In addition, some publishers only sell the windparts complete as a set, and not separately.The most satisfactory method of ordering, therefore, is as follows :—Full score and parts: 6, 6, 4, 4, 2, set of Wind, Brass, Percussion (as available).In full detail this means one full orchestral score, six first violins, six secondviolins, four violas, four cellos, two basses, one each of all other partspublished. 9



6. MINIATURE SCORESThese tend to vary a great deal in size, especially scores of modern works,Sometimes there is little difference between full and miniature size, e.g., theVaughan Williams Symphonies of Oxford University Press which state 'fullscore' on the title page, but are intended for use as study scores as well.
MOZARTIt is advisable to state the Kochel catalogue number after the title, as this is themost satisfactory method of identifying a work.

8. FOREIGN PUBLISHERSMany of these now have English agents, but often the works are only to orderfrom abroad. It is helpful to indicate if there is a time limit involved whenordering.
PART SONGSAlways state full details of voices required, such as S.A.T.B. (soprano, alto,tenor, bass). Often the same work is published in three or four differenteditions, e.g., unison, two-part, three-part, four-part male and mixed voices.

7.

9.

The qualified music librarian may question the need to restate such obvious factsconcerning music ordering as given above, but a perusal of the day-to-day orders received bysuppliers would soon dispel any doubts on this point. As stated earlier, the greater part ofthis information is given for the benefit of those librarians who are faced with the task ofordering music but have had little experience in handling it. Should these notes help to solveany problems (or perhaps create any doubts!) the contributors would be pleased to hear fromlibrarians in either case.

The Scottish National Orchestra Library
LEONARD FISHin collaboration with RUZENA WOOD
The library of the Scottish National Orchestra has a history of quiet, dignified usefulness. Ithas existed in the basement of St Andrew's Hall, Glasgow for so many years that no oneever imagined that the library would hit the newspaper headlines overnight, make a briefappearance on television and then retire as modestly as ever to the second floor of theMitchell Library, Glasgow, where it is now housed.The origins of the library go back to the days of the old Scottish Orchestra when theorchestra existed for only six months of the year, disbanded during the summer and thenwith brave tenacity resumed its life of music making from October to March. In 1950,during the conductorship of Walter Susskind, the dream of a permanent national orchestrawas realised. The new Scottish National Orchestra now plays all the year round and under
10

4.

the present conductor, Alexander Gibson, gives concerts all over Scotland. In addition tothe regular series of subscription concerts there are concerts for schools, television concerts,a Promenade season in Glasgow, "Scottish Opera" (a new venture), as well as appearancesat the Edinburgh Festival. The increasingly important role of the orchestra in Scotland hasmeant correspondingly increased responsibilities for the orchestral librarian. Traditionallythe librarian has always been a member of the orchestra and although it has sometimes beendifficult to combine the job of librarian with playing in the first violins, this is somethingwhich, since 1955, I have been very happy to do.When the opening bars of an overture announce the beginning of another concert I amplaying music which, in all probability, I edited six months previously as librarian. Thefollowing day, after rehearsal, I may find myself back in the library checking parts which willnot be required for performance until six months later. This way I am nearly always sixmonths behind or ahead of myself, which ever way you care to look at it! Fortunately, whenthe work to be performed is drawn from standard repertoire my task is considerablysimplified. Perhaps Mr Gibson will require the parts of the Broica for a children's concert inStirling. If he has conducted the work only a few months previously additional markingswill be already pencilled in the parts. But the music does not always go straight on to thestands. Before the first rehearsal varying editions of a work have to be checked fordifferences in bowing, phrasing and dynamics. Discrepancies in any of these details may causeconfusion and waste valuable time at rehearsals. Programmes for an entire season are plannedand printed in advance so I am given details of all the repertoire with relevant dates. (Theseare essential if the music has to be hired.) Then I send detailed lists of requirements to themusic publishers.When the music is in the library my job should be plain sailing: the trouble starts whenit is not! A guest conductor may wish to perform a profoundly beautiful work which he hasjust heard in Zagreb. He may not know who the British agents for the foreign publishers are,or if he does know he may not have told me. It is no use trying to ask the conductor for hehas almost certainly just set out on an inter-continental tour combining the magic wand ofProspero with the elusiveness of Puck. In these days when musicians' tours are morehighly organised than ever before, conductors and soloists are more perpetually mobile thananything composed by Johann Strauss. This highly pressurised existence not only imposesmore strain on the artists themselves: it reflects in their choice of repertoire and in theinternational scope of the music they perform. It has become a cliche to claim that music isan international language but perhaps an orchestral librarian is particularly conscious of thiswhen he finds himself ordering music from all corners of the globe.When I am asked to trace a new work I usually begin by writing to publishers who havepreviously been helpful with this type of inquiry. If the British publishers do not know thework the search must be widened. Fortunately, over the years, I have been able to ask theadvice of librarians of many of the great orchestras of Europe. I could not be more gratefulfor the assistance I have received from colleagues such as the librarians of the BerlinPhilharmonic Orchestra or the Concertgebouw Orchestra. Sometimes I manage to trace ararely performed symphony or concerto by writing to the orchestra where a guest conductoris permanently established or where he has previously worked. If the librarian no longerhas the parts he may be able to provide a clue which leads to the discovery of the music Iam looking for.In spite of this confusing maze of musical treasure hunting I have been able to provide,in some form or other, every work I have been asked for so far. When I am at my wits'end I am perfectly willing to sit down and copy missing parts by hand. Copying, cutting andediting—these are all things which an orchestral librarian must be ready to do. First and
II



foremost he must be a musician, not a theorist, but a practical man who can turn his hand toanything. But it can happen, no matter how careful one tries to be, that an emergency mayarise that no one could ever have anticipated.On 23rd October 1962 I had to face the worst challenge of my career as orchestral librarian.I was at home when the telephone rang and a voice said "St Andrew's Hall is on fire!" Icould hardly believe it. I thought of the library in the basement. . . the first editions of RichardStrauss—all the music that the orchestra depended on daily. When I arrived on the scene thechief fireman told me that the heat was so intense that he did not think anything could besaved from the library. I argued and argued simply because I didn't want all that music andall my work to be lost. They gave me permission to go into the basement but they said thatthe music would have to be out of the building in two hours—no longer. Inside the basementthe water was a foot deep. As I waded towards the shelves the water from the hoses outsidedrenched me from head to foot. At such moments one does not think consciously about whatis happening but I remember standing at the end of a line with six firemen so that we formed achain to the outside of the building. I handed the music to the nearest fireman and although Icould not see it the last fireman was busy loading the music into a removal van. By means ofthis chain we managed to get almost everything of value out of the basement. I tried somehowto thank the firemen. It seemed so inadequate. I stood in the removal van. The piles of musicwere soaking wet. Inside St Andrew's Hall the fire and water fought until the water won. Thenext day orchestra and audience saw newspaper and television photographs of what was leftof the hall. There was not much left. It was a charred blackened shell.The fire was a shock but there was no time for sentimentality. There was one thing thatevery member of the orchestra was thankful for. Normally all the heavy orchestral instrumentswere stored inside the hall: cellos, basses, harps, percussion instruments and, when playersowned several instruments, some of the violinists and violists preferred to keep oneinstrument for use on tour. The day before the fire we had all been travelling. The dayafter the fire we were due to play in Edinburgh. The instruments had never been unloadedfrom the van.The Glasgow concerts had to be suspended until alternative accommodation could befound. The orchestra decided to play its Friday concert in Edinburgh as usual. The soakedmusic required urgent attention and a massive sorting operation began. The removal vanwas converted into an improvised library and the Edinburgh concert was played from partswhich were, in many cases, still wet. During the crisis people were not only wonderfullysympathetic, they offered concrete help as well. The City Librarian of Glasgow, Mr Black,telephoned me and asked if I would like to use a section of the second floor of the MitchellLibrary to house our music. What a question! The same removal van drew up at the door ofthe Mitchell Library. Mr Black showed me to the second floor. It was an orchestral librarian'sdream: masses of shelving space, wonderful lighting and central heating, none of which hadexisted in St Andrew's Hall.Now the library of the Scottish National Orchestra is housed at last in conditions in keepingwith its interest and value. I can work there undisturbed in my free time and I often pauseto chat with members of the orchestra who come in to consult a score or look at a part inadvance."Stravinsky Symphony in Three Movements? It's just arrived—do you want the firstand second clarinet parts or just yours? O.K., you can take both of them." And then ourconversation is interrupted as the telephone rings. This time it is not an emergency but itis a trunk call from London."You are coming to conduct us next month. Yes, we are looking forward. . . Youprefer to bring your own parts for KOchel 449? Thank you, that will be a great help. . . A
12
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change in the programme. May I ask you to spell that? A profoundly beautiful work. . .in Bratislava. Do you know who the British agents are, I mean, where I can get the parts?You do! That's wonderful . . . But tonight it's the Festival Hall. Well, we wish your concertall success. And on Tuesday in Amsterdam. Bon voyage ! "And so I put down the receiver. What a relief that he made sure about the parts! Sonow we are going to play a profoundly beautiful work in Glasgow. It makes such a differencewhen things go right. And people go out of their way to be helpful. It makes a differencetoo when you have a wonderful library to work in, like this one.
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87 no. 1036. Jan., pp. 233, 235.
CLARK, PETER E. The organ of Dearriley Methodist
Church, Littleborough, Lancs. 0  vol. 43 no. 172.
April, pp. 193-198.
cLuTroN, CECIL. The reconstructed organ in the Bute
Hall, Glasgow University. 0  vol. 43 no. 171. Jan.,
pp. 113-120.
currToN, CECIL. The Dallam organ at East Claydon.
MO vol. 87 no. 1039. April, p. 417.
COLEMAN, HENRY. St Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin. An
appraisement of the recent restoration scheme. MO
vol. 87 no. 1038. March, pp. 355, 357.
ELVIN, LAURENCE. Organ notes: Trinity Presbyterian
Church, Bath. Cho vol. 55 no. I. Jan., pp. 17-19.
ELVIN, LAURENCE. Organ notes: Horfield Baptist
Church, Bristol. Cho vol. 55 110. 5. May, pp. 98-100.
FALCONER, DAVID. The organs of St James's Church,
Bath. MO vol. 87 no. 1037. Feb., pp. 293, 295.

JOHNSON, WILFRED w. Notes referring to the organ
case and organ in The Old Meeting House Congrega-
tional Church, Colegate, Norwich, Norfolk. 0  vol. 43
no. 172. April, pp. 199-201.
MEE, JOHN. The organ in St Saviour's Parish Church,
Croydon. 0  vol. 43 no. 172. April, pp. 202-206.
NOAKE, KEITH. The organ in Newcastle Cathedral,
New South Wales. 0  vol. 43 no. 171. Jan., pp.
141-146.
PAGET, GORDON. A mid-Victorian organ rejuvenated.
0 vol. 43 110. 171. Jan., pp. 158-161.
SAYER, MICHAEL. St Peter's, Manchester and Benjamin
Joule. 0  vol. 43 no. 172. April, pp. 207-214.
SUMNER, W. L. The organ in the Parish Church,
Chesterfield, with a postcript on the organ in Bolsover
Parish Church. 0  vol. 43 no. 171. Jan., pp. 130-140.
TUGWELL, JOHN. The organs of London Road Baptist
Church, Portsmouth. 0  vol. 43 110. 172. April, pp.
169-178.
wAnam, JOHN 3. F. The organ in the church of
Corpus Christi, Osmondthorpe, Leeds. 0  vol. 43 no.
171. Jan., pp. 147-149.
WEBB, TREVOR. The organ in the Church of St Mary
the Virgin, Newington. MO vol. 87110. 1041. June,
1310. 547, 549.
WILLIAMS, DAVID T. The organ in St Peter's (R.C.)
Church, Cardiff. MO vol. 8700. 1036. Jan., pp. 227,
229.
WILLIAMS, DAVID T. The organ in Gowerton (Glam.)
Parish Church. MO vol. 87 no. 2037. Feb., p. 289.
WRIGHT, DONALD E. The organ in the Church of St
Philip and St James, Rock, Northumberland. 0  vol.
43 no. 172. April, pp. 188-192.
ORGAN MUSIC
DUFOURCQ, NORBERT. Hypotheses sur l'origine du
style concertant dans la musique d'orgue fransaise du
XVIIe s. C no. 22. Summer, pp. 276-285.
ORNAMENTS
NEUMANN, FREDERICK. Misconceptions about the
French trill in the x7th and 18th centuries. MQ vol.
50 rib. 2. April, pp. 288-206.
OXFORD
HOPKINS, BILL. The young composer at Oxford.
[Hugh Davies, Anthony Ridley, Alec Hill, Stephen
Coombs.] Co no. 13. Spring, pp. 12-14.
PARRATT, Sir Walter
VANSON, FREDERIC. Sir Walter Parratt, 2841-1924.
Cho vol. 55 no. 2. Feb., PP. 39, 4o.
PETRASSI, Goffredo
WEISSMANN, JOHN S. Petrassi's early orchestral music.
R vol. 9 no. I. Jan., 101). 4-7.



POLYPHONPEARSALL, RONALD. The day of the polyphon. MOvol. 87 no. 1041. June, p. 529.
POPULAR MUSICPEARSALL, RONALD. An anatomy of popular music.MO vol. 87 no. 1036. Jan., p. 215.
PUCCINI, GiacomoGREENFIELD, EDWARD. " Tosca " [recordings]. Opvol. 15 no. 1. Jan., pp. 6-13.
PURCELL, HenryBICKNELL, JOAN COLLEEN. On performing Purcell'svocal music: some neglected evidence. MR vol. 25no. 1. Feb., pp. 27-33.FORTUNE, NIGEL. A new Purcell source. MR vol. 25no. 2. May, pp. 109-113.LAURIE, MARGARET. Did Purcell set " The Tempest " ?PRMA vol. 90. 1963/64, PP. 43-57.LEWIS, ANTHONY. Notes and reflections on a newedition of Purcell's " The Fairy Queen ". MR vol. 25no. z. May, pp. 104-108.SHAW, 'WATKINS. Blow, Purcell and the Exeterchoristers. MO vol. 87 no. 1040. May, pp. 485, 487.WESTRUP, SIR JACK. Purcell's parentage. MR vol. 25no. 2. May, pp. 100-103.
ZIMMERMANN, FRANKLIN B. Purcell's " ServiceAnthem ": 0 God, Thou Art My God, and the B-flatmajor service. MQ vol. 5o no. 2. April, pp. 207-214.
READ, ErnestANON. [Ernest Read.] MO vol. 87 no. 1037. Feb.,pp. 261, 262.ARMSTRONG, SIR THOMAS. A salute to a great pioneer:Ernest Read. MTe vol. 43 no. 2. Feb., p. 63.COLE, WILLIAM. Ernest Read. MT vol. io5 no.1452. Feb., p. 104.
RECORDERANON. What's wrong with my recorder: Condensa-tion. RMM vol. I no. 4. Feb., p. 105. Lookingafter the joints. vol. I no. 5. May, p. 138.BERGMANN, WALTER. The Chester recorders. RMMvol. I no. 5. May, p. 141.HUNT, EDGAR. The modern bass recorder. RMM vol.I no. 4. Feb., pp. 109, no.MORGAN, PAMELA. In the training college. RMMvol. I no. 4. Feb., pp. 103, 104.
RECORDS AND RECORDINGFORD, PETER. History of sound recording. V: TheEvolution of stereophonic sound techniques. RS no.13. Jan., pp. 18x-188.
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ROSSINI, GiacomoKLEIN, JOHN W. Verdi's " Otello " and Rossini's.ML vol. 45 no. 2. April, pp. 130-140.PORTER, ANDREW. A lost opera by Rossini. ML vol.45 no. r• Jan., PP. 39-44.
SALMON, ThomasRUFF, LILLIAN M. Thomas Salmon's " Essay to theadvancement of musick ". C no. 21. Summer, pp.267-275.
SCARLATTI, AlessandroBOYD, MALCOLM. Form and style in Scarlatti's chambercantatas. MR vol. 25 no. I. Feb., pp. 17-26.
SCHOENBERG, ArnoldBROWN, PETER. Schoenberg and his " Gurrelieder ".Cho vol. 55 no. z. Feb., pp. 26-28.MILNER, ARTHUR. Schonberg's variations for organ.0 vol. 43 no. 172. April, pp. 179-187.NELSON, ROBERT U. Schoenberg's variation seminar.MQ vol. 50 no. 2. April, pp. 141-164.
SCHOOL MUSICDOBBS, JACK. Special schools. ME vol. z8 no. 305.Jan./Feb., pp. 31,32.MELLERS, WILFRID. Music for zoth-century children.I: Magic and ritual in the junior school. MT vol. 105no. 1455. May, PP. 342-345.
SCHROETER, Christoph GottliebR. N. schroeter's piano action. MO vol. 87 no. 1041.June, p. 573.
SCHUMANN, RobertVANSON, FREDERIC. The Schumann symphonies.Cho vol. 55 no. 6. June, pp. ii, 112.
SEARLE, HumphreyRAYMENT, MALCOLM. Searle, avant-garde or romantic?MT vol. 105 no. 1456. June, PP. 430-432.
SERIAL MUSICGUNDRY, INGLIS. Composition with more than twelvetones. Co no. 13. Spring, pp. 14,15.
SHAKESPEARE, WilliamBARKER, FRANK GRANVILLE. Verdi and Shakespeare.R vol. 9 no. I. Jan., pp. 1-3, 7.DEAN, wiNToN. Shakespeare and Italian opera-with-out the prince. Op vol. 15 no. 4. April, pp. 225-232.FISKE, ROGER. The " Macbeth" music. ML vol. 45110. 2. April, pp. 114-125.GLASS, DUDLEY. Shakespeare in music. MO vol. 87no. 1038. March, pp. 335, 337.

GREER, DAVID. An early setting of lines from " Venusand Adonis ". ML vol. 45 no. 2. April, pp. 126-129.MACARDLE, DONALD. Shakespeare and Beethoven.MT vol. 105 no. 1454. April, pp. 259, 261.PRIESTMAN, BRIAN. Music for Shakespeare-somepractical problems. ML vol. 45 no. 2. April, pp.141- 145.STERNFELD, F. W. Ophelia's version of the Walsing-ham song. ML vol. 45 no. 2. April, pp. 108-113.VANSON, FREDERIC. Shakespeare and the symphonicpoem. Cho vol. 55 no. 4. April, pp. 66, 67.
SHOSTAKOVICH, DmitriBURN, JOHN. Shostakovich's Fourth Symphony. Cono. 13. Spring, pp. 19-21.GOW, DAVID. Shostakovich's " War" symphonies.MT vol. 105 no. 1453. March, pp. 191-193.
SIBELIUS, JeanCAMERON, BASIL. Sibelius's Eighth Symphony. Cono. 13. Spring, p. 5.
SIMIONATO, GiuliettaGUALERZI, GIORGIO. Giulietta Simionato. Op vol. 15110. 2. Feb., pp. 87-92.
SLEZAK, LeoDENNIS, J. Leo Slezak. RC vol. 15 no. 9/10. Jan.,pp. 197-207.KAUFMAN, THOMAS G. Leo Slezak, discography. RCvol. 15 no. 9/10. Jan., pp. 208-235.
SMITH, John ChristopherMCCREDIE, ANDREW D. John Christopher Smith as adramatic composer. ML vol. 45 no. I. Jan., pp. 22-38.
STAINER, Sir JohnCREED, J. E. H. Reflections on Stainer's " Crucifixion"MO vol. 87 110. 1040. May, p. 483.
STANFORD, Sir Charles VilliersHUDSON, FREDERICK. A catalogue of the works ofCharles Villiers Stanford (1852-1924). MR vol. 25no. I. Feb., PP. 44-57.
STEVENS, Richard J. S.CUDWORTH, CHARLES. Two Georgian classics: Arneand Stevens. ML vol. 45 no. 2. April, pp. 146-153.
STRADIVARIANo/c. The " Goddard" Stradivari. S vol. 75 no.889. May, pp. 6, 7.ANON. A Stradivari quartet. S vol. 74 no. 888.April, Pp. 438, 439, 455, 457.

STRAUSS, RichardDEL MAR, NORMAN. Some centenary reflections.no. 69. Summer, pp. 2-5.FAHNRICH, HERMAN. Richard Strauss: as seen by twoEnglish critics. MO vol. 87 no. 1037. Feb., pp. 275,277.KLEIN, JOHN w. The strange artistic temperament ofRichard Strauss. MO vol. 87 no. 1041. June, pp.527, 529.SAMAZEUILH, GUSTAVE. Richard Strauss as I knewhim. T no. 69. Summer, pp. 14-17.TRENNER, FRANZ. Richard Strauss and Munich. Tno. 69. Summer, pp. 5-14.WURMSER, LEO. Richard Strauss as an opera con-ductor. ML vol. 45 no. I. . Jan., pp. 4-15.
SUPERVIA, ConchitaVANSON, FREDERIC. Great singers of yesterday:Conchita Supervia, 1899-1936. Cho vol. 55 no.March, pp. 50,5 I. 3.
TATE, PhyllisCARNER, MOSCO. Phyllis Tate. MT vol. 105 no. 1451.Jan., pp. zo, 21.
TEACHINGALVIN, jumErrE. Music and the retarded child. MEvol. 28 no. 306. March/April, pp. 79, 80. vol. 28no. 307. May, pp. 124, 125.HUNTLEY: Class-singing: assessing the performance.MTe vol. 43 no. 5. May, p. 221.PAYNE, DOUGLAS. The private music school. Hints andsuggestions for starting and running a music school.MTe vol. 43 no. 4. April, pp. 161, 164. vol. 43no. 5. May, p. zo6. vol. 43 no. 6. June, pp.246, 270.
RENNOLDSON, REGINALD. The modern secondarymusic teacher. ME vol. 28 no. 305. Jan./Feb., pp.23, 24.
THEMATIC CATALOGUESNOBLE, R. D. C. [On thematic catalogues.] C no. 21.Summer, pp. 241-247.
TIELKE, JoachimHELLWIG, Gi:TNTHER. Joachim Tielke. GSJ vol. 17.Feb., pp. 28-38.
TURKEYSUTHERLAND, JAMES K. The music of Asia Minor. Svol. 74 no. 887. March, pp. 413, 415, 417. vol. 74no. 888. April, pp. 443, 445, 447, 449.
VARIATIONSKELLER, HANS. On variations. MT vol. 105 no. 1452.Feb., pp.
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VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, Ralph
OTTAWAY, HUGH. VW5-a new analysis M T vol.105 no. 2455. May, 354-356.
VERDI, Giuseppe
BARKER, FRANK GRANVILLE. Verdi and Shakespeare.R vol. 9 no. I. Jan., pp. 2-3, 7.KLEIN, JOHN w. Verdi's " Otello " and Rossini's.ML vol. 45 no. 2. April, pp. 130-140.
VIOLDOLMETSCH, NATHALIE. Of the sizes of viols. GSJvol. 17. Feb., pp. 24-27.VAUGHT, RAYMOND. Mersenne's unknown Englishviol player. GSJ vol. 17. Feb., pp. 27-23.
VIOLINBRICK, M. j. Bow pressure. S vol. 74 no. 886. Feb.,PP. 373, 375.BRICK, NI. J. How does the violin work? I: Thestrings and the bridge. S vol. 75 no. 889. May, pp.23, 25, 27. II: String vibrations. vol. 75 no. 890.June, pp. 61, 63, 65.LEWIN, ROBERT. The golden sound. S vol. 74 no.887. March, PP. 401, 403, 405.RAWLINSON, HAROLD. The De Jacques self-adjustingbridge. S vol. 74 no. 885. Jan., pp. 321, 323, 325.
ROLLAND, PAUL. On bow pressure. S vol. 74 no. 888.April, 1313. 441, 443.
VIOLIN MUSICHALE, NOEL. The new approach to violin playing. Svol. 75 no. 889. May, pp. 9, II.

REVIEWS

VIVALDI, AntonioCUDWORTH, CHARLES. The adventurous Vivaldi. Rvol. 9 no. 2. April, pp. 4, 5, 9.
VOGEL, Vladimir
BONISCONTI, ANGIOLA MARIA. Vladimir Vogel. Rvol. 9 no. 2. April, pp. 2-3.
VUILLAUME, Jean BaptisteANON. Two XIXth-century Paris masterpieces.vol. 74 no. 886. Feb., pp. 358, 359, 362.
WALMISLEY, Thomas Attwood
WILSHERE, JONATHAN E. o. Thomas AttwoodWalmisley (2824-2856). MO vol. 87 no. 2038.March, p. 359.
WALTON, Sir WilliamPIRIE, PETER J. Scapino. The development of WilliamWalton. MT vol. 2o5 no. 1454. April, pp. 258, 259.
WILLIS, Henry IVCLARK, PETER E. Two modern organs by HenryWillis IV. MO vol. 87 no. 1041. June, pp. 552, 553,555.
WORDS AND MUSICWALKER, ALAN. Words and music. Co no. 23Spring, pp. 23, 25.
YEATS, William ButlerMAL1NS, EDWARD. Yeats and the bell-branch. C no.
21. Slimmer, pp. 287-298.

MELODIC INDEX TO THE WORKS OF JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH. Compiled by May deForestMcAll. pp. xiv. 138. (C. F. Peters Corporation. 1962. L3 25s.)
The results of May deForest Payne's mammoth task of indexing the works of J. S. Bach by tabulating, accordingto their melodic design, both the " beginning" themes and those of independent sections, were first publishedin 1938. Now known as May deForest McAll, she has produced in conjunction with the firm of C. F. Peters,one of the earliest major publishers of Bach's music, a revised edition which is enlarged by the inclusion of236 more themes than the original 3,636.For those not familiar with this work, a brief description may be helpful. There are two parts, consistingof a) Finding Charts, in which the themes are grouped into six categories according to the design formed bythe first four notes of differing pitch, and b) a Melodic Index which tabulates the themes themselves, stated infull and in the tonality used by Bach.
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Various additions have been made to the new volume, perhaps the most immediately welcome of these beingthe inclusion of the Schmieder numbers at the end of the statement of each theme in the Melodic Index, as wellas the appropriate reference to its location in the Bach Gesellschaft which had been given in the earlier edition.Use of the Schmieder (BWV) numbers which, one might say, do for Bach what Kochel does for Mozart, hasnow superseded that of the old Edition Peters numbers, and these are therefore omitted altogether except incases where a particular composition is not found in Schmieder. Inclusion of the BWV numbers means,moreover, that despite incomplete information regarding a particular work, recollection of only one of thethemes will lead to its identity, and thus to its location in the Schmieder index, a difficult task to achieve bydirect approach to Schmieder.Other valuable additions include a German translation of the Preface, the heading of each category ofthemes in the Melodic Index with its appropriate "directional design ", and a Cross Index which lists Bach'sworks by Schmieder number, giving references to the location in the Melodic Index of the statement of thevarious themes belonging to a single work. It is somewhat surprising that the compiler, who goes to elaboratelengths in her Preface to explain the workings of every possible aspect connected with the finding of themes,does not make clear that the references in this Cross Index indicate the page number (and not the group numberunder which the theme is listed) followed by the column (first and second) in which it can be found. I feel aheading "Page and Column" would have helped here, since in using this book the mind has been trained toregard figures used in connection with themes as referring to those under which themes are grouped in theMelodic Index, and nowhere to page numbers. Also in this new edition is included a larger number both ofthemes from works quoted in the previous edition, and of works of doubtful authenticity.The use of the more conventional type-face for the printing of words and musical notation in the MelodicIndex is probably an improvement, though I must confess to finding the overall reduction in size a disadvantage,particularly with regard to the figures used in tabulating the themes. Dare one say that the inclusion of a greaternumber of words in the Preface (at least half as many again) is also a disadvantage? There is no denying thefact that, more often than not, one makes a far better job of using something properly when one knows howit works, but the compiler's fervent efforts to explain and justify the workings, additions and alterations insuch intricate detail seem almost to cloud the issue. It would be a great pity if a potential user of this uniqueIndex were to be deterred by any feelings of undue trepidation or, indeed, of impatience.ELIZABETH TRUSTA.M

EUROPEAN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. By Frank Harrison and Joan Rimmer, pp. vi. zxo. (StudioVista. 1964. 45S.)
This book is in two sections: a text of 74 pages, treating the subject chronologically, and 127 pages of clearly-produced illustrations. There are two indices: one of instruments, and one of persons.The chronological treatment of the subject is interesting, but not without disadvantages to the librarianwho may find the dispersal of information about an instrument an inconvenience not altogether overcome bythe admittedly good index of instruments. The obvious merit of the arrangement is that it is easier to relatethe instruments to the musical and social environment in which they flourished. These two authors are ofcourse well-equipped for this task, and it is a pity that they did not have more room to develop this approach,which would seem to need a text of three or four times the present length.The collection of monochrome illustrations is a major aid to music librarians. Many old sources, of allkinds, have been searched, in addition to which there are many excellent photographs. These illustrations arenumbered one to 248, but as many comprise four or more items the range is greater than the numbering suggests,being much wider than Anthony Baines' Musical Instruments through the Ages and even Buchnees book ofthe same title. Although the page-size (25 cm. by i8 cm.), is smaller than that of Buchner's volume the clarityof detail is such that nothing is lost.Reference from the text to the illustrations is facilitated by the provision of plate numbers in brackets atappropriate places, but reference from the plates to the text is more tortuous. The index of instruments lists245 headings, counting as one such names as bagpipes, under which sub-headings are listed. Many instrumentsare indexed under both species and family names, rims creating a most useful alphabetical and cLassified listof instruments. There are however, defects: the discussion of the clairon or clarin is indexed only under thelatter, although this is used only parenthetically in the text. The index of names (instrument makers andcomposers) is useful, and the reading lists after the nine chapters mention some interesting and varied sources.This book could, from a librarian's point of view, be expanded into two volumes: the longer chronologicalhistory already mentioned, and an illustrated dictionary of musical instruments using the illustrations hereprovided with fuller captions incorporating material now in the text. However in its present form it is mostuseful, and makes available at a modest price much information previously not easily assembled, and then onlyat greater cost. This book is pleasingly produced even if the placing of the page-numbers in the gutter is aninconvenient fad. ROGER CRUDGE
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NOTES & NEWS Walter H. Stock
Membership, etc.—The Twelfth Annual Report shows that membership of the United Kingdom Branchnow exceeds 180. In addition, there are over fifty subscribers to BRIO. The Annual General Meeting willbe held on ii May 1965 at Broadcasting House. Subscriptions for 1965/66 are now due: prompt paymentwould greatly ease the work of the Hon. Treasurer.
Amenities.—Several public libraries which have music collections and are members of the Branch haverecently been re-housed. Then include libraries at Eastbourne and Luton and the new Cent= !Libraries atCamden and Haringey (perhaps better known under their old names of Hampstead and Hornsey, respectively).Other member libraries which have moved into new quarters are the Royal College of Music, London, theMusic Library of Reading University and the British Council Music Department. It is hoped that a future issueof BRIO will describe some of these developments and that the Branch programme for next year may includevisits to one or more of these libraries.
Publications.—The Education Committee of the Worcestershire County Council has published a usefulClassified Catalogue of the Choral Library in the County Library (84 pp., 1964). Coventry City Library has issueda catalogue entitled Opera, which lists works available in vocal score, together with related biographies,critical works and gramophone recordings (14 pp., 1964). From the Music Faculty Library of ManchesterUniversity comes a first list of additions to its collection (in Dewey order, 3 pp., 1964). A new monthly tradeJournal, Music Industry, began publication in September, 1964. There are some interesting articles, and a lot ofinformation, mainly about instruments, not easily found elsewhere, and at an annual subscription of 25s. thisjournal seems well worth the attention of most music libraries. (The publishers are Tofts and Wolf, 305 HighStreet, Ponders End, Enfield, Middlesex.)It may not be inappropriate to mention here that the Library Vorld now includes (usually every threemonths) a contribution by J. H. Davies, entitled Musicalia ', which gives much out of the way andinteresting information.
Congress.—The Seventh International Congress of the International Association of Music Libraries will beheld this year in Dijon from 1st to 6th July, inclusive. Members should have received the programme andapplication form. It is hoped that as many United Kingdom Branch members as possible will attend theCongress.Finally, may I ask members to send me as much information as possible about their activities.

COWSPONDENCE
Miss Barbara J. Cox, Music Librarian of the County Borough of Luton writes :—I would like to correct the statement made by Miriam Miller (in he- article on American Record Librariesin Vol. 1, No. z of BRIO), that there are only two libraries in this country, namely Leeds and Coventry, thatdo not keep their gramophone records in closed-access arrangements.Since September 1962, when Luton Public Libraries moved into a new building, the Music Library hasoperated an open-access system for records, and now has over 2,000 L.P.'s in stock. I have not found that thesystem has been the direct cause of damage to the records, and less than a dozen have been stolen since thedepartment first opened. The stock has grown considerably during the last two years, and books and scoresnow number well over 5,000.
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Peters Edition Showroom, I 19-125 Wardour Street, London W. I. Tel. GERrard 1456
FOR THE MUSIC LIBRARIAN, No. 5

important musical annuals
MUSICA DISCIPLINA

The only periodical of its kind confined to Medieval and Renaissance subjects and limitedstrictly to research articles, inventories (with critical study and concordances) of the importantmanuscript sources, and the like. The publication is abundantly illustrated with examples,facsimilies, transcriptions, etc., and has become an indispensable instrument of further researchas well as a standard work of reference.
Volume XVIII ([964)—just issued

An Augustinian Testimony to Polyphonic Music (Edward A. Synan); The Question ofAuthorship. in the Medieval Treatises on Music (Gilbert Reancy); Ars Nova—A Re-definition(Observations in the light of "Speculum Musicae I" by Jacques de Liege (F. Joseph Smith);Johannes Brassart (Keith A. Mixter); Francesco da Milano, 1497-1543 (H. Colin Slim);Jacobus Clemens Non Papa. A Classified List of his Sacred Works with a Notice on hisLife (K. Pb. Bernet Kempers); Earl Ferrers' "Drexel Manuscript 4041"—a treasure-house ofearly seventeenth century songs and dramatic lyric (John P. Cutts).
Bibliography 1963 (a) Books, (b) Articles, (c) Dissertations (Keith E. Mixter).
A note about the Publications of the American Institute of Musicology and a detailed Catalogueof the six Publication Series, with an Appendix referring to works in Progress.

With an Appendix, containing Bibliographical and Other Notes
Editor: Armen Carapeiya' n—Asst. Editor: Gilbert Reaney

Hinrichsen Edition No. MD-18, 77/-
a few copies of Volumes 2-17 are still available, each £4

• JAHRBUCH DER MUSIK-BIBLIOTHEK PETERS
now defunct—is not indicated otherwise only one copy available

Important musicological Papers—The Year's Music Bibliography and Obituaryin German
1894 (Vol. 1), £20; 1910, 1911, 1913 each k I ; two 1922/3 Obituary and Bibliography only;three each 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928; one each 1934, 1935; three each 1936, 1937; three1938; one 1939; one 794o. each kio.

Three Bibliographies (only) of 1937, 1938. each k 5 .



Peters Edition Showroom, 119-125 Wardour St., London, W.I. Tel .  GERrard 1456

FOR THE MUSIC LIBRARIAN, No. 6

The post-war successor to the Peters Jahrbuch

DEITI'SCHES- rATIRBUCI-I-DER-MTJSIKWISSENSCHAFT
Each Volume contains scholarly papers, the Bibliography of the musicological Dissertations
from the German Universities; Obituary; 5oth, 6oth, 7oth, 75th, 8oth and 85th Birthdays
of Musicians in the year of review. Editor: Walter Vetter

Vol.§. 1-8 for 1956-1964 Peters Edition No. 7005a/h. each 3z/6

DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS IN  MUSICOLOGY (USA.)
compiled by Helen Hewitt

Third Edition. Hinrichsen Edition No. D-zo3z, zo/-

-  H A N D E L  BIBLIOGRAPHY 1964
Based on the Bibliography in the Handel Jahrbuch1933 by Kurt Taut, Chief Librarian, Peters
Edition Music Library, Leipzig. Compiled by Kurt Sasse

--William C. Smith, the great Handikigiapher, heads the list of the names of those who assisted
the compiler to produce a most comprehensive work.

Peters Edition No. D-2066. Cloth-bound, 356 pages, £4 I6s.

GUILLAUME DUFAY
Complete Works, edited by G. de Van and H. Bessler

Vol. t. A l l  Motets, with Critical Notes . .  L i  0 12 0
Vent-f--Sancte Spiritus,- with Historical - -

Introduction, Critical Notes, Facsimiles, Plates £ 9  o  o
£7 '7  6

Supplement: Critical Notes L a  3
Vol. 4. T h e  remaining Mass music. Twenty-eight works, with Introduction,

Critical Notes Facsimiles
Vol 6. A l l  other sacred compositions, French, Italian and Latin Choruses,

• _
American Institute of Musicology Series CMM-i

Vol. 3. F o u r  Masses, with Facsimiles . .

MUSIC,A NEU BERIORIAETH
The Musical Notation of the Ancient Britions (A .D. too)

Facsimile of the remarkable Robert ap Huw MS., with detailed introduction and a list of the
names of the 24 measures of string music and the names of the scales. Said to contain the
oldest music in Europe.

Hinrichsen Edition No. 378, 35/-


